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Abstract

We test the relative strength of consumer preferences for internationally recognized

labor rights with a series of conjoint experiments embedded in a survey of more than

2,000 U.S. consumers. We employ a Bayesian approach to estimate consumer demand

for ethically-made garments and to simulate how that demand translates into increased

profits for apparel firms. We find that reported labor rights violations reduce expected

profits while advertising respect for various labor standards through ethical labels and

certifications tends to boost them. But the profits flowing from simple labeling initiatives

are limited by the ability of other firms to adopt similar advertising campaigns. Since

respect for labor rights cannot be patented, corporate social responsibility initiatives

may only prove valuable for a handful of first-movers that can incorporate worker

protections as a core element of their brand strategy. Our findings have important

implications for debates regarding the effectiveness of private governance initiatives.
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1 Introduction

In recent decades, rising demand for “fast fashion” has called attention to worker

rights abuses in the garment industry. Because the success of fast fashion is premised on

cheap, disposable garments, apparel firms have sought to dramatically reduce lead times and

labor costs (Anner 2018), resulting in a classic race-to-the-bottom dynamic whereby firms

face increasing pressure to source their garments from suppliers located in countries with

poor infrastructure and low labor standards. The tragic Rana Plaza collapse in Bangladesh

exposed the gravity of the problem to international audiences and sparked numerous “clean

clothes” initiatives aimed at improving workplace safety as well as a broader advocacy for

the ethical sourcing and labeling of garments.1 Labor rights NGOs successfully leveraged the

attention generated by the disaster to pressure brands and retailers into joining one of two

legally binding five-year private regulatory initiatives: the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker

Safety (“The Alliance”) and The Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety (“The

Accord”). Some brands, such as Athleta, Everlane and Patagonia, have gone one step further

by proactively marketing sustainability initiatives that highlight respect for workers’ rights

and charitable programs designed to “give back” to the communities of factory workers.

Despite the popularity of such initiatives, little is known about how helpful they are

to the firms that are adopt them. How much does negative publicity regarding labor rights

abuses hurt firms’ profits?. How much do positive PR campaigns boost profits? Are some

kinds of messaging more effective than others? Our study addresses these questions through

a series of four conjoint experiments embedded in a survey of 2,000 U.S. consumers. The

experiments test the effects of news stories, certifications, labels and basic descriptions of

inspection procedures on purchasing behavior. We analyze the data from these experiments

with hierarchical Bayes models and use the results to simulate expected firm profits. Through

these simulations, we can illustrate the extent to which consumer demand for labor rights
1According to the ILO, 1,132 people were killed and more than 2,500 were injured when the Rana Plaza

factory building collapsed in Dhaka.
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translates into increased profitability under a variety of different real-world scenarios.

We find strong evidence that respect for labor standards is important from the

standpoint of the bottom line. Our findings suggest that profits are indeed vulnerable to

negative stories about a company’s lack of respect for labor rights and that firms can benefit

from proactive efforts to advertise the ethical sourcing of their products. Our models predict

that garments advertised as being produced in a unionized factory or in factories with regular

inspections are more profitable than those sold without such messaging. We find that the

increased profit accruing from real-world labels advertising “fair trade” labor certifications is

equal to or greater than the profit garnered from labels advertising environmental certifications.

And we demonstrate a similar positive effect for hypothetical labels such as “union made,”

“living wage,” or “women empowered.”

Yet our simulations also illustrate how supply-side “race-to-the-top” dynamics may

limit the ability of firms to capitalize on consumer demand for ethically sourced garments. If

one firm finds success in marketing their respect for labor standards, other firms may elect

to compete with that firm by adopting similar initiatives. An inability to patent respect

for FACB rights immediately limits the value of branding initiatives that focus on easily

mimicked slogans, labels or non-exclusive third-party certifications. These findings may

help to explain why some firms like REI, Everlane and Patagonia go “all in” on with their

messaging by adopting multiple certifications and integrating sustainability as a core element

of their brand strategy while others make very little attempt to highlight their respect for

worker rights. The successful marketing of a firm’s respect for labor standards may require

making the leap from simple labels to a more robust and comprehensive ethical branding

initiative that differentiates the firm from competitors and enables it to become one of a

dominant handful of players in the market for ethically sourced products.

Our study has major implications for debates regarding the effectiveness of private

governance initiatives. A pessimistic view of private governance suggests that despite the good

intentions of the stakeholders who negotiate the agreements, protections for environmental
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and labor rights are unworkable because they reduce efficiency and increase production costs

in the context of cutthroat competition and razor-thin margins (Rodrik 1997; Mosley and

Uno 2007). On the other hand, buyer firms have numerous other incentives to adhere to the

stipulations set out in private governance initiatives, including the imperatives of lead firms

(Malesky and Mosley 2018), pressure from transnational activists (Bartley and Child 2014;

Brian Greenhill 2009) and shareholder reactions to potential scandals arising out of labor

rights abuses in supplier factories (Freeman and Elliott 2003).

The findings presented here suggest a more nuanced interpretation of firms’ incentives.

Ethical labeling initiatives may in fact be profitable for some firms and, in particular, the

first movers who market the cleanliness of their supply chains in the context of their larger

branding strategy. For these firms, private governance initiatives can be a highly effective

way to promote respect for labor standards in their supply chains. But for firms that lack

positive financial incentives to proactively market their respect for labor rights, the external

constraints associated with negative publicity, boycotts, government regulations and due

diligence requirements remain highly relevant.

We also contribute to the ever-expanding interdisciplinary literature on consumer

willingness to pay for ethically sourced products. First, we introduce a profit-based framework

that is new to this literature and which allows us to better identify and understand the

competitive dynamics that impinge on the success of corporate social responsibility (CSR)

initiatives. Second, our experiments explore the profitability of respecting a range of specific

labor protections including freedom of association and collective bargaining (FACB) rights,

living wages and workplace discrimination. In doing so, the study serves as a corrective to

the overly-broad characterization of “labor rights” in earlier studies as well as the narrow

focus on workplace safety among labor activists and NGOs in the wake of Rana Plaza (Anner

2012).2

2Critics have noted how the standard “name and shame” tactics of international labor rights NGOs lead
them to focus myopically on the most recent scandal and to follow rather than lead international media
attention (Bair, Anner, and Blasi 2017; Bartley and Child 2014). While the narrow focus on safety has
undoubtedly yielded improvements in working conditions in Bangladesh (Labowitz and Baumann-Pauly
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2 Labor Standards and the Ethical Consumer

How much do consumers care about labor standards and which labor standards do

they care most about? When asked directly, upwards of 80% respondents say they would

prefer to purchase products manufactured under ethical conditions (e.g. Freeman and Elliott

2003, chap. 2; Bechetti and Rosatti 2005). But there is an obvious disconnect between the

stated and revealed preferences (Auger and Devinney 2007; Eckhardt, Belk, and Devinney

2010). In seeming contradiction to the overwhelming enthusiasm that consumers express for

ethical sourcing, just two percent of products sold in developed countries have environmental

or labor certifications (Devinney 2010, 22). This apparent lack of real-world demand has led

some critics to dismiss ethical labeling as little more than a publicity tactic used to target a

niche audience (Vogel 2005).

In subsequent studies, scholars adopted experimental approaches to overcome the

social desirability bias elicited when directly asking respondents about their preferences.

These studies find consistent, albeit more muted, support for the idea that consumers would

be more willing to pay for ethically sourced products in general and particularly those

produced under fair labor conditions. Field experiments have demonstrated a willingness to

pay a premium (ranging from 14% to 45%) for garments with labels or signs near display

racks with messaging about “fair,” “safe,” and/or “good” working conditions (Hainmueller

and Hiscox 2015; Hiscox et al. 2011; M. Hiscox and Smyth 2011; Prasad et al. 2004). Survey

experiments provide similar evidence of consumers demand for garments produced in factories

that respect worker rights (Auger et al. 2003, 2008; Devinney 2010).

This body of experimental studies yields a greater level of confidence that the market

for ethically-branded products is more than just hypothetical, but they also have limitations.

The field experiments share the common challenge of establishing their external validity,

while the findings of existing survey experiments are based on non-random convenience

samples of respondents in mainly non-Western countries. There is also room for conceptual

2015), it may have resulted in lost opportunities in calling attention to other types of labor rights abuses.
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improvements with respect to the treatments. Rather than just presenting consumers with

simple descriptions of labor rights (e.g. “good” or “fair”), it is important to vary the source

and nature of messaging, to engage in more extensive and explicit comparisons of consumer

demand for FACB rights with demand for other labor standards, and to compare the demand

for labor rights with the demand for other ethical concerns.

2.1 The Source and Nature of Messaging

Consumers can glean information about a company’s respect for labor standards

from a variety of sources. Frequently, consumers are in the middle of a tug-of-war between

activist groups seeking to call attention to labor rights abuses and the positive information

disseminated by firms. Consumers are then faced with the decision of whether to boycott

brands known for engaging in labor rights abuses and/or reward firms for taking efforts to

improve labor standards in their supply chains via “buycotts” (Zorell 2019).

Previous research demonstrates how the cultural and political underpinnings of

boycotting and buycotting behaviors are distinct. Whereas boycotting is motivated by norms

of “dutiful citizenship”, buycotting derives from norms of “engaged citizenship” (Copeland

2013). But there is an even simpler difference between the two behaviors: boycotting is

based on a reaction to negative information about a company whereas buycotting is based

on positive information. Research suggests that negative information may be the more

powerful motivator. For example, in an M-Turk survey experiment, Kam and Deichert (2020)

show that the effect of negative information about a store’s labor practices on a consumer’s

willingness to shop is stronger than positive information, a finding that comports with the

notion in popular psychology that it takes three positive stories to counteract one negative

story (Fredrickson 2009).

The power of negative information may explain why lead firms in the retail sector

expend tremendous resources on defending against media exposés through public relations

campaigns designed to feature their CSR initiatives. The importance large firms place on
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their reputations for maintaining high ethical standards in consumer-facing industries has

made “name and shame” tactics a particularly effective method for mobilizing awareness of

social issues (Hafner-Burton 2008). An ironic result of this defensiveness is that activists are

more likely to target large firms with positive reputations that invest heavily in branding

efforts as opposed to small- and mid-sized firms with the worst labor rights abuses (Bartley

and Child 2014).

The power of positive information and buycotts should not be entirely discounted,

however, especially given the findings of earlier studies. Many companies invest large sums

into their CSR initiatives and voluntary third-party compliance programs. In some cases,

these are simply announced on the company’s website, but in others they are brought to

consumers’ attention through more expensive and elaborate campaigns involving labels that

are physically attached to products sold online or in stores. An under-explored question is

whether such labels have the desired effect on consumers. One of the first studies of consumer

demand for labor standards found that only a small percentage of consumers were influenced

by a “No Sweat” label attached to shirts (Dickson 2001). Today’s technology makes it possible

to expand on this type of analysis by randomly varying multiple logos in conjunction with

conditional pricing and other relevant treatments.

2.2 Disaggregating and Comparing Labor Rights

The International Labour Organization’s (ILO) identifies four “core labor standards”

in its eight fundamental conventions as well as rights cited in ILO recommendations and the

United Nations Declaration on Human Rights. The core labor standards include freedom of

association and collective bargaining (FACB) (Conventions 87 and 98), the elimination of

forced and compulsory labor number (Conventions 29 and 105), the abolition of child labor

(Conventions 138 and 182) and the elimination of workplace discrimination (Conventions

100 and 111). Other important internationally recognized labor rights include the right to a

living wage, a regular work week with no forced overtime, a safe and healthy workplace and
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freedom from harassment.

Studies of consumer demand for ethically sourced products tend lump all of these

rights together, making it a challenge to determine which labor rights violations consumers

are most likely to respond to. A handful of studies have tried to take a more disaggregated

approach by examining the effects of specific labor standards on consumer behavior (Auger et

al. 2003, 2008; Devinney 2010, chap 4). Using survey-based choice experiments, they find that

consumers cared the most about child labor followed by safe working conditions. Minimum

wages and living conditions were important for a segment of socially conscious consumers

while the ability of workers to join unions did not influence purchasing decisions among

non-Western consumers. While a step in the right direction, these studies are hampered by

the fact that none of them incorporates a representative sample of respondents in a major

market for consumer products.3

2.3 Comparing Labor Rights and Other Ethical Concerns

Corporations have different ways of marketing their compliance with internationally

recognized labor standards. For many companies, including REI, Patagonia and Everlane,

labor rights are packaged together with environmental standards as part of broader “sustain-

ability” initiatives. Many third-party certifications also lump together labor and environment

labor standards. For example, OEDO-TEX Sustainable Textile Production (STeP) certifi-

cation demonstrates compliance with labor and environmental standards during the textile

production process. Similarly, Fairtrade Certified incorporates environmental protection along

with the empowerment of workers, farmers and their communities. But other certifications,

like Bluesign (an environmental certification) or the Fairtrade Foundation’s Textile Standard
3The initial round of studies were conducted with a convenience sample of university students in Hong

Kong and Australia with follow-ups in Germany, India, South Korea, Spain, the United States and Turkey.
But the samples were non-random and never big enough to draw conclusions about consumer behavior in any
individual country. With larger samples, one might expect to find significant differences in consumer behavior
across these countries. For example, support for FACB rights would likely be higher in democratic countries
with a history of labor activism like the U.S. or Germany than in less democratic countries like Turkey. We
might also find more enthusiasm among consumers for progressive issues like women’s empowerment and a
living wage in Western countries relative to Asia.
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(a labor certification) focus exclusively on one or the other.

Are consumers more responsive to messaging that lumps labor standards together

with environmental protections and community empowerment initiatives? Or are certifications

and advertising that focus solely on labor standards more effective? Using best-worst

scaling techniques, (2007) show that consumers are more concerned about human rights

than environmental or diversity issues. One way to interpret these findings is to say that

consumers’ feelings of altruism manifest themselves more strongly when they pertain directly

to the treatment of humans by other humans as opposed to indirectly through climate change,

pollution or other environmental impacts. If this were true, then it could be possible that

the effectiveness of environmental certifications and messaging are more dependent on their

association with labor protections than the other way around. Directly testing the differential

effects of labor and environmental certifications on purchasing decisions in the context of

a choice-based conjoint can provide a more precise sense of how consumers weigh these

concerns.

3 Four Conjoint Experiments

To examine the potential importance of labor rights on consumer purchasing deci-

sions, we designed a series of four choice-based conjoint experiments. From our standandpoint,

the conjoint framework was appealing because it allowed us to break apart the concept of

labor rights and to examine many of the treatments described above in the context of a single

study. The ability to randomly vary the treatments also made it possible to compare the

relative importance of various types of labor standards and messaging.

Each experiment consisted of a series of choice tasks in which respondents were

presented with three garments of a similar type and a “none” option. Each garment had a

series of standard product attributes such as color, style, brand or country of origin and a

price. In addition, each garment was assigned a treatment that would make it more or less
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desirable from the standpoint of an ethical consumer concerned about worker protections.

The treatments consisted of prompts and labels describing a company’s practices or steps

taken to improve labor standards in its suppliers’ factories. Each experiment is intended to

test, in a slightly different way, the relative strength of consumer preferences for different

types of labor standards as well as the appeal of different types of messaging. Table 1 presents

a list of the product attributes and levels used to construct the product profiles in the four

experiments.

Table 1: Experiment Attributes and Levels

Profile attribute levels were fully randomized (sampled with replacement) except

that no task could contain two identical profiles.4 Each respondent completed three choice
4We used Sawtooth Software’s Lighthouse Studio to randomize the profiles.
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tasks per experiment for a total of 12 tasks per respondent. To minimize anchoring bias, we

randomly varied the order of the attributes within each choice task as well as the order in

which the four experiments were presented.5 Examples of the choice tasks can be found in

the online supplement.

The four experiments were embedded in a web-based survey of 2,014 respondents.6

The sample was census-balanced on age, gender, race, region and income, making ours

the first nationally representative study on ethical labeling in the U.S. The survey took

approximately ten minutes for respondents to complete. To arrive at the final sample of

2,014 respondents, the data were cleaned for “speeders” and “straight-liners.” Speeders were

defined as respondents completing the survey in under four minutes or reading through

the news prompts in fewer than 4 to 6 seconds depending on the length of the prompt.

Straight-liners were identified as respondents who chose the “none” option in all of the choice

experiments. We also automatically discontinued the survey if the respondent answered one

of three attention questions incorrectly.

One enduring concern regarding survey-based research on ethical consumerism is

that respondents may express support for an ethical product when it is relatively costless to

do so. To counteract this tendency, respondents were instructed to answer the questions as if

they were “actually buying” the garment in question and reminded them of the importance

of doing so before each set of choice tasks. We also attempted to inject a greater degree

of realism in our experiments than has been evident in previous conjoint-based studies

on labor standards. We prompted respondents with real news stories and press releases

and incorporated images of real-world certifications and labels, presented consumers with

illustrations of garments that vary in style, color and country of origin, and (where relevant)

incorporated a wide selection of brands including fast fashion brands, ethical brands and
5There were two exceptions. The good news/bad news experiment had to presented before the other

three because its complexity made it impossible to move in a block, and in the safety audits and product
certification experiments we always kept the two key treatments adjacent to each other for purposes of clarity.

6The survey was conducted in August of 2018 using LUCID’s Fulcrum sampling platform. See Part VII of
the online supplement for further details.
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“mall brands.”7 Where brand names were introduced, the choice tasks displayed conditional

pricing such that the average price of premium brands was higher than bargain brands. The

tasks included a “none” option in our choice tasks to better simulate consumer choice in the

actual marketplace. The full randomization of sensitive and non-sensitive attributes also

helps to mitigate concerns about social desirability bias (Horiuchi, Markovich, and Yamamoto

2020).

3.1 Good News/Bad News

The goal of the first experiment was to determine the relative salience of a “buycott”

or reward mechanism by which consumers purchase more from brands participating in

agreements protecting workers rights versus a “boycott” or punishment mechanism by which

they withdraw support of brands for the mistreatment of workers. This was accomplished by

testing the effects of positive versus negative media attention on the demand for the products

of one specific apparel company (H&M).

Prior to the choice tasks, we presented respondents with positive or negative reports

about H&M’s respect for freedom of association rights or willingness to pay a living wage.

Respondents were then asked to choose between three pairs of jeans, one of which could have

been a pair of H&M jeans. The headlines of the four news are presented in Figure 1 and the

excerpts that we showed are included in the full text of the survey in the online supplement.

Four-fifths of respondents were randomly presented a headline and a brief excerpt

from one of four news stories, two of them positive in nature and two of them negative. The

remaining fifth saw a neutral message. The first positive story was a press release about H&M

signing onto ACT (Action, Collaboration, Transformation), a global framework agreement

(GFA) between retailers and unions to achieve living wages in the garment industry. The

second positive story was a press release about H&M entering into a permanent GFA with
7Brand names were avoided in the certifications and labels experiments because introducing them would

have presented consumers with an unrealistic or confusing set of choices (e.g. the same garment made by the
same brand would have two different product certifications or ethical labels).
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Figure 1: News Prompts for H&M

Industriall and IF Metall to protect collective bargaining rights in the garment industry. For

negative treatments, we showed respondents a story about H&M ignoring efforts by one of

its leading suppliers to violently suppress a union and another about H&M reneging on its

promise to pay a living wage to workers. The neutral treatment stated that “sometimes

apparel companies respond favorably to workers’ demands and other times they respond

unfavorably.”

In addition to H&M, the brand attribute included two of the biggest selling jeans

brands (GAP and Levi’s) as well as a bargain brand (Sonoma by Kohls) and one niche ethical

brand (Everlane). We used conditional pricing so that the range of prices for each brand

varies by a increments of 15 percent from the average price of jeans for that brand. The

profiles also included pictures of five styles of jeans and country of origin.

3.2 Safety Audits vs. Unions

The goal of our second experiment was to determine the relative salience of two

approaches for upholding labor standards at the factory level. The first approach, endorsed

and practiced by many apparel companies, emphasizes the use of third-party audits in order
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to remedy the problem of unsafe factories. Another approach, advocated by most labor

rights NGOs, places a greater emphasis on strengthening union rights within factories as an

intermediary actor. It is important to note that these approaches are not mutually exclusive;

some GFAs aim to address both factory conditions as well as FACB rights. There are,

however, theoretical reasons to treat these as competing approaches. For one, many private

governance initiatives have explicitly targeted a more narrow set of standards rather than

focusing on the expanded set of ILO rights (Ahlquist and Mosley 2018). While some evidence

shows that factory safety has improved as a result of remediation initiatives, repression of

labor unions and below-subsistence wages continue to persist in the industry (Paul Barrett

2019). Consequently, it is important to test cwhether onsumers are in general more likely

to pay a premium for garments produced in unionized factories or those with regular safety

audits and whether they display a stronger preference for one approach or the other.

Before presenting the choice tasks, we showed respondents a picture of the Rana

Plaza collapse and a description of what occurred there. Next, respondents saw a slide stating

that some experts believe regular audits are the best mechanism to ensure compliance with

factory safety standards, others believe that strengthening union rights is the best way to

ensure compliance, and still others believe that factories should be left to comply on their

own. Respondents were then asked to choose between three t-shirts that varied in color,

brand and price. Each t-shirt profile also displayed, as an attribute, descriptors of whether

the factory in which the t-shirt was produced was unionized or had regular safety inspections.

For safety inspections, half of the product profiles displayed “Factory conducts regular safety

audits” and half “Info on safety not available.” For unions, half of the profiles read “Made in

a unionized factory” and the other half “Workers do not have a union.”

The brands in this experiment were selected to reflect their participation in two

competing five-year private regulatory initiatives for improving safety following Rana Plaza.

The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh (“the Accord”) was a mainly European

initiative that involved significant coordination with trade unions, NGOs and required firms
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to develop long-term relationships with suppliers and to aid them in remediation efforts.

The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (“the Alliance”) was a mainly North American

agreement that only involved brands and retailers (not unions or NGOs) and was not legally

binding in the same sense as the Accord: signatories did not have to develop relationships

with suppliers or help them with compliance and could leave the agreement at any time. Of

the brands in our experiment, GAP (Old Navy) and L.L. Bean signed onto the Alliance, Zara

signed onto the Accord, while K-Mart (Basic Editions) and Hanes joined neither the Alliance

nor the Accord. Since we did not inform consumers about these affiliations, we do not expect

them to affect consumer choice. However, the affiliations become useful in developing real

world scenarios for the expected profit simulations that we present later on.

3.3 Labor and Environmental Certifications

Our third experiment explores the relative importance that consumers place on labor

standards relative to environmental standards. We did this by showing respondents three

sweaters that were randomly assigned one of two labor certifications, one of two environmental

certifications, or no certification at all as attributes. The sweaters also varied in style (v-neck,

crew neck, cardigan or mock neck) and price. Figure 2 displays the four certification labels

used in the certification experiment.

The labor certification logos include the Fair Trade Foundation’s Textile Production

Standard and Fair Trade Certified programs. While both programs are designed to improve

the lives of workers, the former places more emphasis on freedom of association and collective

bargaining rights while the latter focuses more on living wages and investment in community

projects. The environmental certification logos include the Global Organic Textile Standard,

which certifies a company’s use of organic fibers, and the Blue Sign System, which certifies

a company’s environmentally sustainable methods of textile production. All four of these

standards are commonly used by garment manufacturers as well as major apparel brands.

Before completing the choice tasks, respondents were shown an initial prompt
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Figure 2: Certification Logos

describing of each certification program that highlighted the differences between them. For

example, the descriptor for the Fair Trade Certified program read “Verifies that companies

pay workers a living wage and donate to community projects” whereas the Fair Trade Textile

Production Standard was described as a program that “ensures respect for unions and

collective bargaining.” Respondents were also asked to tick a box next to each descriptor to

indicate whether they had heard of each program before. This was done to help ensure that

respondents read the descriptors carefully but also to determine whether an initial familiarity

with these programs helps to explain their relative popularity.8

3.4 Ethical Labels

Our fourth experiment sought to measure the relative importance of FACB rights

and a living wage relative to other core labor standards. This experiment is admittedly

somewhat more hypothetical than the others. While many firms engage in public-facing

campaigns to showcase their involvement in sustainability initiatives, most do not market
8For the certifications experiment, an initial familiarity with the labels does appear to correspond with

variation in consumer choice reported in the next section. 47% of respondents said they had heard of the
Fair Trade Certified label, 23% had heard of Fair Trade Textiel Production Standard, 19% had heard of the
Global Organic Textile Standard and 12% had heard of Blue Sign.
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their products by emphasizing respect for specific labor standards. At the same time, it could

be valuable from the standpoint of future initiatives to understand how such a campaign

might influence consumer choice.

Participants were asked to select among three sweatshirts that varied in color,

country of origin and price and had one of four ethical labels attached to it. The labels,

displayed in Figure 3, are based on real-world campaigns by NGOs. Each is comprised of a

unique design and a brief descriptor of a different labor standard: “Union Made”; “Child

Labor Free”; “Living Wage Product”; “Union Made” or “Women Empowered.” Sweatshirts

could also appear with no ethical label.

Figure 3: Ethical Labels

Before completing the choice tasks, respondents were presented with a prompt with

descriptors for each label. For example, the “Women Empowered” label was said to indicate

that a garment was “made in a workplace that fosters a sense of pride among its female

workers and is free of gender discrimination and sexual harassment” while “Living Wage

Product” indicates that “workers were paid a fair living wage that covers their basic expenses.”

Respondents were asked to read each label description and tick a box indicating whether

they had heard of the label before.9
9Compared with the certifications experiment, there was less of a correspondence between initial familiarity
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4 Estimation Strategy

There are many well-established methods for using the data from conjoint experi-

ments to quantify respondent preferences. For election studies, political scientists typically

use ordinary least squares to estimate Average Marginal Component Effects (AMCEs) that

represent how various candidate attributes influence the probability of a voter choosing one

candidate over another (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014). In other fields, the

dominant approach involves estimating choice probabilities in a logit framework and then

using these estimates to derive measures of consumer demand for product features such as

attribute “importances” or willingness to pay (WTP) (Hauber et al. 2016; Orme 2014).10

Such approaches are fine if we are mainly interested in estimating the relative

demand of product attributes in a static context. But apparel is a highly competitive sector

in which firms respond to competitors’ marketing strategies by lowering their prices or

adopting similar innovations. Consumer choice and the price of ethically made products will

largely depend on how such competitive dynamics between firms play out. Furthermore,

traditional measures of consumer demand do not tell us anything about how a company

might profit from a new feature. Understanding how ethical sourcing and labeling translates

into profits is crucial if we want to explain why companies might choose to pursue some types

of CSR strategies and not others.

To analyze such industry dynamics, our analysis draws on recent innovations in fields

of marketing and law where scholars have used data from conjoint experiments to establish

the value of patented product features and the cost of patent infringements (G. M. Allenby,

Brazell, et al. 2014a, 2014b). This approach employs hierarchical Bayes (HB) to estimate the

choice models for each experiment. It then uses random draws of the posterior distribution of

with a campaign and consumer choices. 51% of respondents were familiar with the “Union Made” slogan,
43% were familiar with “Child Labor Free”, 23% had heard of “Living Wage Product” and “20% said they
were familiar with the”Women Empowered."

10As a point of reference, we include AMCEs, traditional WTP measures and the “true willingness to pay”
measure recommended by Allenby et. al. (2013) in the online supplement.
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the hyper-parameters and a Nash equilibrium pricing game to estimate expected firm profits.11

Expected profits can be calculated for a number of specific simulated real-world scenarios,

thus providing a flexible tool for analyzing the appeal of different marketing approaches.

4.1 The Standard Logit Model for Choice Applications

To estimate consumer demand for ethically sourced products, we employ the standard

logit framework commonly used to analyze choice-based conjoints (McFadden 1981):

Pr(choice = j) = exp(β′xj − βppj)∑J
j=1 exp(β′xj − βppj)

(1)

where xj is a vector of product (garment) characteristics for alternative j, pj is the price

of alternative j, and j is one alternative among a set of J alternatives. In the context of

our experiments, there were a total of four alternatives for each task (three garments and

a “none” option). The garment characteristics xj are defined by the levels of the various

garment attributes including the experimental treatments, different brands, color, style and

country of origin. Each attribute level was coded “1” if present and “0” otherwise. Similarly,

the choice alternative on the left-hand side of the equation is coded “1” for chosen and “0” for

not chosen. Price enters linearly into the equation, meaning that we use one price coefficient

rather than a series of price dummies.12

We use hierarchical Bayes (HB) to estimate the β coefficients. HB starts with

respondent-level parameter estimates, adaptively pools this information across individuals,

and uses it to inform the next round of estimates. HB offers numerous advantages over

classical (i.e. frequentest) methods like conditional logit or random parameter logit that

have made it the standard for choice applications in most fields. Computationally, HB is

generally faster and more efficient because it never gets stuck on a local maximum (Huber

and Train 2001). Since it estimates individual-level betas for all of the model parameters,
11Allenby et. al. also outline a simulation-based “true” willingness to pay measure that we present in the

online supplement.
12This is important for the equilibrium calculations, which require prices to be on a continuum.
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HB also provides a superior method for evaluating preference heterogeneity (Allenby, Rossi,

and McCulloch 2005). Another benefit of HB, which is central to our analysis, is the ability

to simulate real-world choice scenarios in the post-estimation context. Simulations afford the

researcher with the opportunity to explore the market potential for new product features in

multiple specific theoretically-relevant settings rather than simply looking at average effect

sizes.

We used the rhierMnlMixture routine from bayesm package in R to derive our

estimates (Rossi 2019). For each experiment, we took 100,000 draws using standard diffuse

prior settings. We present the summaries of the posterior distributions of the respondent-level

betas in the online supplement and use the related hyper-parameters (the mean and variance

of the respondent-level betas) in our simulations as discussed below.

4.2 Expected Profits

Following Allenby et. al. (2014a, 2014b), we use random draws from the posterior

distribution of the hyper-parameters to construct the posterior predictive distribution of

equilibrium prices and shares of preference (market shares). For each draw, we calculate

the expected preference share for each firm’s garment, which is taken with respect to the

distribution of choice model parameters:

E[Pr(j|p,A)] =
∫ (

exp(β′aj − βppj)∑
k exp(β′ak − βppk)

)
δ(β, βp)dβdβp (2)

Next we calculate equilibrium prices through iterative profit maximization. In a choice setting,

the firm profit function is

π(pj|p−j) = M × E[Pr(j|p,A)](pj − cj) (3)

where M is the size of the market, p is the vector of prices, and c are the marginal costs for

the j garments.
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To calculate Nash equilibrium prices, we compute the optimal price for each garment

given other prices in the choice set and update the price vector as we move from the 1st to

the 3rd garment. We repeat this process until the absolute value of the difference between

the price of the current iteration and the last iteration falls below the value of .01.

We set starting prices at the median price of the garment for the two experiments

where we do not have brands (sweaters and sweatshirts) and, where we do have brands

(t-shirts and jeans) at the median conditional price of each brand. The baseline cost for

each garment ranges between 10 and 20 percent below the lowest priced garment. Then,

as discussed below, we vary costs from the baseline to illustrate the effects of unionization,

regular inspections, product certifications and ethical labels.

From here, expected profits can be straightforwardly as the product of equilibrium

price and market share minus the cost of garment j.

πj = meq
j × p

eq
j − cj (4)

For each conjoint experiment, our strategy will be to first summarize the posterior distribution

of expected profits for a range of scenarios such as consumers becoming aware of a supplier’s

union bashing or adding an ethical label to a garment. Then these summaries can be compared

to see how the profitability of a garment or brand changes across the scenarios.

5 Results

In this section we present the results of our estimations. For each set of estimates,

we use the bayesplot package in R to plot posterior means along with 80 and 95 percent

credible intervals (CIs) (Gabry et al. 2019). For the sake of convenience and readability, we

frequently refer to posterior means of WTP and expected profit estimates as “predictions” or

“average predictions” and refer the reader to the plots to discern the full range of predicted

values.
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We present the results of our profit simulations for each of the four experiments.

In each simulation, three firms start out with the same product and market share divided

equally between them. We calculate the equilibrium prices and expected profits for this base

scenario and then add one of our “treatments” such as a news story or ethical label to one or

more firms’ products. We then calculate equilibrium prices and expected profits for this new

scenario for comparison with the base scenario. For the base scenario, the default levels of

product attributes are chosen with respect to average popularity among respondents. So for

example, the color of the t-shirts in the simulations for the “Safety Inspections vs. Audits”

experiment was set to white because it was the third most popular choice among the five

colors.

The simulations highlight two main points. First, they suggest that upholding FACB

rights can be as important to the bottom line as complying with environmental and safety

regulations. Second, the profits stemming from CSR and ethical branding initiatives are

limited by the ability of competing brands to lower their prices and to take up similar CSR

and ethical branding initiatives. Since protection for labor standards cannot be patented,

competing firms can easily win back market share by adopting similar marketing strategies.

When this happens, the gains from positive messaging can be diminished or even erased. In

such scenarios, brands may fall into a more defensive posture that emphasizes preventing

and counteracting negative messaging by third parties rather than proactively advertising

the cleanliness of their supply chains.

5.1 Good News/Bad News

For the Good News/Bad News experiment we calculated H&M’s expected profits for

a baseline scenario in which H&M competed against GAP and Levi to sell a pair of regular

fit jeans made in Mexico. We then simulated the effects of the positive and negative news

stories on H&M profits. The results of this exercise are reported in Figure 4.

The results of the “Good News/Bad News” experiment confirm the expectation
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Figure 4: Good News/Bad News Simulations
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that negative stories about a company’s practices would have a greater impact on sales than

positive information. We see a clear distinction between the differential effects of positive and

negative news stories on H&M’s expected profits. The range of predicted profits following

the display of the stories about H&M joining GFAs on wages and collective bargaining is

indistinguishable from those in the the baseline scenario. However, the negative news stories

substantially reduce profits. The average predicted profit for an H&M pair of jeans in the

baseline scenario are $4.72. Predicted profits drop by about 40% to $2.87 following the

introduction of the story about living wages predicted and by more than half (to $2.35)

following the story about union bashing. Moreover, the range of predicted values in the 95%

CIs for these two scenarios falls outside of those for the baseline.

5.2 Safety Audits vs. Unions

In this set of simulations, we start with a baseline scenario in which Zara is competing

against Hanes and K-Mart Basic Editions to sell a white t-shirt. In the real world, Zara’s

parent company Inditex is a member of the European-based Accord on Fire and Building

Safety in Bangladesh. Hanes and K-Mart joined neither the Accord nor the North American

alternative–the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety. Recall that leaders of the Accord

have frequently signaled their willingness to contribute to the enhancement of FACB rights

along with safety issues whereas the Alliance focused solely on improving workplace safety

through audits.

In the first scenario, Zara, being a member of the Accord, advertises its support for

FACB rights by announcing that its t-shirts are manufactured by a supplier with unionized

factories. We assume that the union increases the cost of production by 33%. This initiative

raises profits above the baseline dramatically from $1.06 to $2.85 per t-shirt (see Figure 5).

Thus we see that consumer enthusiasm for both unionized factories translate into profits

despite the increased cost of having a union and a competitive price reaction from the other

two firms.
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Figure 5: Audits vs. Unions Simulations
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Our second scenario looks at potential effects of an especially aggressive union.

Here, we assume that the union doubles the cost of production rather than increasing costs

by a mere third. This is a strong assumption given that unions are thought to generate

productivity increases that counteract the costs of increased wages and benefits (Doucouliagos

and Laroche 2003). Even in this extreme scenario, predicted profits remain at $2.81 per

t-shirt, suggesting that increased production costs are not the main reason that employers

repress unions.

Next we look at what happens when a competing firm adopts a CSR initiative

similar to Zara’s. In the fourth scenario, Zara is facing competition from Old Navy instead

of Basic Editions. Old Navy joined the Alliance and makes its t-shirts in a factory with

regular audits. We assume increased costs of 33% relative to baseline costs for both unions

and audits. Now we have three firms competing for market dominance: an Accord member

supporting unions; an Alliance member emphasizing audits; and a third by company that

belongs to neither the Alliance or the Accord (Hanes). In this scenario, Zara’s ethically

sourced t-shirts generate substantially less profit than in first two scenarios ($1.90) but still

substantially more than the baseline scenario. This result helps to highlight that marketing

respect for union rights can be successful under the right circumstances.

Next, we present a series of scenarios in which the CSR strategies of competing

firms begin to mirror Zara’s even more closely. First, L.L. Bean takes the place of Hanes

and Zara now faces competition from two Alliance members that advertise their respect for

better labor standards by conducting regular audits. In this scenario, the range of predicted

profits for Zara’s ethically sourced t-shirts becomes indistinguishable from that of the baseline

scenario. Next we present a scenario in which all of the firms selling t-shirts decide to adopt

one approach or the other. We could imagine that Old Navy and L.L. Bean also decide to

join the Accord and support unions or that Zara becomes tired of dealing with unions and

signs onto the Alliance. In both scenarios, Zara’s predicted profitability falls even lower,

illustrating very clearly how the marketability of a given CSR strategy depends on firms
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maintaining some degree of uniqueness in their marketing strategies.

5.3 Labor and Environmental Certifications

For the “Labor and Environmental Certifications” experiment, we start off with

a baseline scenario in which three firms are competing to sell a v-neck sweater. We then

introduce each of the labor and environmental certifications one at a time to the first firm’s

sweater. The average predicted profits for a sweater with the certifications are much higher

than those of the sweater in the baseline scenario ($2.18) and range from $4.19 with the Blue

Sign certification to $6.22 with the Fair Trade certification.

Similar to Auger et. al. (2007) we find that consumers tend to privilege labor over

environmental standards. We see that the predicted profits for the sweater with the Fair

Trade certification are substantially higher than both of the environmental certifications while

the profits of the sweater with FTI Textile Standard are higher than those of the Blue Sign

certification. These results are summarized in Figure 6.

We also include a couple of scenarios that take a closer look FTI Textile Standard,

which is the certification that most obviously features FACB rights. Specifically, we include

scenarios where one firm has the FTI Textile Standard certification and a competing firm

adopts either the Fair Trade certification or the Blue Sign certification. In both of these

scenarios, the predicted profits of the sweater with the FTI Textile Standard certification fall

but remain substantially different from those of the baseline scenario.

5.4 Ethical Labels

For this set of simulations, one major point of interest was in seeing how the “Living

Wage Product,” “Union Made” and “Women Empowered” labels compared to the “Child

Labor Free” label. The findings of previous studies suggest that Child Labor is one of the

biggest concerns for ethical consumers (Auger et al. 2003, 2008). Activists have harnessed

this concern to pressure governments to adopt powerful laws inhibiting the use of child and
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Figure 6: Certifications Simulations
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forced labor including the UK Modern Slavery Act, the California Transparency in Supply

Chains Act and provisions in the U.S. Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act.13 Thus

our aim was to use these simulations as a point of comparison for demonstrating the “buycott”

power of child labor relative to other kinds of labor standards.

Another point of interest was how consumers might respond to a “Union Made”

label. While consumer activism has been successful in limiting the most egregious labor rights

violations and forcing a spotlight on workplace safety, it has not been clear whether consumer

sentiment could be mobilized in the same capacity to advocate for stronger unionization rights

in the developing world. The transnational advocacy networks that became such a potent

force for change in the international sphere in the 1980s and 1990s emerged in tandem with

a rightward, neoliberal shift and the waning of organized labor’s influence in the domestic

politics of many countries during the same period, leaving many observers to wonder how

much consumers can support fair labor standards when as voters they consistently elect

pro-market, anti-union parties into power. Consequently, brands may shy away from the use

of the word “union” in their marketing campaigns for fear that they may alienate conservative

consumers.

Figure 7 presents the results of our profit simulations for the “Ethical Labels”

experiment. In the baseline scenario, three firms are competing to sell a grey sweatshirt made

in Bangladesh. From the baseline, we add the ethical labels one at a time to the first firm’s

sweater. We see that the “Child Labor Free” label has the anticipated advantage relative to

the other three labels that we saw in the WTP estimates. The average predicted profit for

the sweatshirt with the “Child Labor Free” label is $6.83, $1.70 more than the next most

popular label (“Living Wage Product”).

Next, we placed the “Union Made” label in competition with each of the other three

labels to see how a label advocating FACB rights would do if competing firms were to adopt
13The UK Modern Slavery Act (2015), established in 2015, requires corporations to disclose efforts taken to

monitor and eradicate slavery from their supply chains. The California Transparency in Supply Chains Act
(2010) similarly requires firms generating over $100 million in annual revenue to disclose efforts to eradicate
slavery and human trafficking from their direct supply chains (on their website).
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Figure 7: Ethical Labels Simulations
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a similar marketing strategy but by advertising different labor standards. We see that in

these scenarios the average predicted profits of the sweatshirt with the “Union Made” label

decline from $4.46 to around $3.00 but that the range of predicted values is still much higher

than those of the baseline scenario.

6 Conclusion

In recent decades, transnational advocacy networks have enjoyed tremendous success

in harnessing consumer sentiment to induce major improvements in multinational corporations’

respect for labor standards in low- and middle-income countries (Brookes 2019; Garwood

2005; Seidman 2007). The primary goal of this study has been to understand how consumer

sentiment, firm profits and market dynamics contribute to this success. Our findings both

confirm and extend on those of prior studies about ethical consumerism. We showed how

consumers’ strong negative reaction to union bashing can result in lost profits while consumer

demand for ethically-sourced garments can boost them. Furthermore, by adopting a more

disaggregated approach, we were able to gauge the importance of a wider range of labor rights,

such as FACB rights, and compare their relevance to that of more commonly considered ones,

such as fire and building safety and the eradication of child labor.

Although consumer demand for worker protections can be a powerful motivator

for firms, our simulations also suggest that consumer willingness to pay for ethical products

does not translate simply and directly into profits. The ability of firms to leverage consumer

enthusiasm is conditioned by the competitive price reactions of other firms as well as the

ability of competing firms to adopt similar marketing strategies. Product certifications

and ethical labels generate the most profits when they are relatively unique. Our results

thus provide strong evidence of a “first-mover” effect. The branding effort is more likely to

translate into tangible profits when brands are the first to adopt a new label or certification,

but profits erode when other brands start adopting the same marketing strategy.
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This finding may help to explain the segmentation that we see in the garment

industry, with a handful of firms like REI, Patagonia and Everlane placing ethical sourcing at

the center of their branding strategy while others focus on mitigating the effects of negative

press and incentivizing compliance with minimal labor standards such as minimum wage laws,

work hours and occupational health and safety (Distelhorst and Locke 2018).14 It may also

suggest the limits of any “race-to-the-top” dynamic associated with new private governance

initiatives. While there is scope for industry convergence on basic labor standards like factory

safety, there is only limited potential for private governance to induce a broader shift towards

a broader set of protections.

Beyond these competitive dynamics, there are many familiar structural factors

militating against an easy self-contained solution to labor rights abuses in the private sector.

Price pressures, razor-thin margins, and short lead times have created brutal competition

among supplier firms that undermines FACB rights (Anner 2018). The structure of the union

movement in low- and middle-income countries suffers from a high degree of fragmentation

that impedes the ability of union leaders to engage in industry-wide collective bargaining

(Silver 2003). And, historically, the world’s largest garment exporters such as Vietnam,

Bangladesh, and China have been characterized by repressive state-labor relations, with

pervasive restrictions on union activity.

Ultimately, the ethical consumer is neither a panacea for ills associated with the

fast fashion movement nor a “myth” to be casually and cynically dismissed (Devinney

2010). Private initiatives can be powerful mechanisms for change, but often work best when

complimented by effective public systems of labor regulation (Amengual and Chirot 2016;

Locke 2013). Thus it remains important for brands and other stakeholders to strongly engage

with national governments in the quest to improve compliance with core labor standards.

The “Better Factories Cambodia” program represents a potentially promising model. A
14Even when more expansive FACB rights included as an item in company audits, they are typically

measured in compliance with local laws, a practice that permits suppliers in labor-repressive countries like
China to restrict FACB rights and still be nominally compliant per the terms of the audit (see Distelhorst et
al. 2015)
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partnership between the ILO, IFC and national government of Cambodia, the BFC has been

credited with reducing worker overtime and sexual harassment, as well as empowering local

Cambodian unions to advocate for worker rights.

There are a number of ways that future research could expand on our study’s

insights and overcome some of its inherent limitations. One issue not examined in this paper

is how different demographic groups respond to each of the treatments. The size of the panel

(observations per respondent) would have to be expanded to facilitate an analysis of these

heterogeneous effects in an HB framework. But a preliminary analysis using AMCEs suggests

that many of our treatments have stronger effects among women, democrats, younger and

wealthier consumers.15 Our findings could also be tested in the field. Willingness-to-pay

estimates based on our data are closely in line with those of earlier studies, including field

experiments.16 But the more disaggregated approach to studying labor standards that we

advocate in this paper has not yet been explored in a real-world retail context. Finally,

firm-level sales data could present fruitful avenues for further analysis. Such data could, for

example, illuminate the extent to which adopting a new label or certification boosts profits

over time, or how a competing firm’s use of a similar ethical label, certification or branding

strategy impacts sales and profits.

15See Part VI of the online supplement.
16See the “true willingness to pay” estimates in Part III of the online supplement.
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